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decry the ,econo

.ry- secondary education. sector nd

dtingly to call fog

efficiency; Trodu arid' managerial competent,

d efforts 'for improved accountabil-

education s cto of saciety is declining. While not

being 'counter this trend. directly, admiistrative ffi=
.

cienv, can proVide a metho

foreseeable

tviit7acently a agen

the source of leadership in bis

economic cycle

lected from

ance firm observed t iat

'y was highly correlstd with

ri4g good times the president invariably

selected from _he actuarial

gooctimes we tend to Seek leade

So in 'public education
)

addibold new addi tional) p

m ideas and the talents for mobilizing the requiSite forces

rces. Timesare,npt 5 good abd we-find ourselves' searching

leaders Who can deliver quality education while bel_n"cree-

dismantlers, ost conscious " ''hard - nosey'."

')s discussion paper is written in the "times are hard"

framework. Its purpose is to stimulae discussion about six

"inefficipncie_ in public education .as well as ategies for

remedying/them. Before discussing the six areas of inquiry, I
4.7

wouldlike-to trace some of the history of effici"ancy concerns

education, and then to make.a few statements about how ,schools`se4m



eally serve
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ols has meant many things to many people.

eral overlapping conce s which are often

sing the term: rationally, scientifically

a.busines -like manner; results-oriented; con

ndituno control; technologically logical.

the cen ury, ued th

schools have,

cause from the convictio- that the pub-

Spok

t least,-from the turn of

lit education sector is. woefully lacking thes'e element

While p e sue for efficiency .in aducati n. may have -origina-

ted from the b

am pro

e- s communitY,a sizable sector Ofl,the ednoa-

sion has carried-the banner for more efficient opera-

tion of schools, In his important work on this topic, Callahan,

Zbe University of

Chicago Press, 1962) traces the influence of preeminent superin-

tendents .rid education prOfessors tn'the early crusade for

fficiency. The major disciples were Babbit, Spaulding, Cubberly,

and Strayer. The tangible effect- of the crusade were the pla

C

too school, specialized teachers, teacher evaluation, the school

survey., the study hall and cost accounting. The net effect in

lahan's opinion is that educators took-on mote the role of

hnicians/mechanics and less. the role of educational philosopher/

St an, 4 'major tragedy in American education."



. the essence of the tragedy was in adopting
values and practices indiscriminately and applying them
with little or no consideration of educational values or
purposes, It was no.c-that some of the ideas from-the
business world might not have been used to advantage in
educational administration, but that the wholesale adop-
tion of the basic values, as well as the techniques of
the business-industrial world, was'a serious mistake in
an institution whose ,primary. purpose was the education
of children. Perhaps the tragedy was not inherent in
the borrowing from business and industry but only in
the application. (p. 244)

Applications in the name o efficiency included: studies

showing that larger class size was less expensive and no less

effective; recommendations for :school.consolidationi growth of

specialilation of the teaching staff;---atnual -reports-la en with

ost information and various indices;_and management ,surveys,
I

TheSearld'other efficiency concepts permeated the.curriculum of

4

emerging programs in educational adminstration. Tfie;inherent

vulnerability of public school administrators- strong-public

opinion, and the desire to professionalize" school adninigtration,

all encouraged administrators to-embrace efficiency and technical

competence in their trainingland in their work. ;'Status--Kand

defense from the community) resulted from a suPerintendent giVing

the aPpearance.of administering scientifically. 'Yet ito Callahan,_

such 'a Seance ultimately short-changes the ends of education. The

x/pr,oblem, in Callahan's eyes, exists today.

anti every child has part of his work in small classes
or seminars with fide teachers who have a reasonable
teaching load, we will not really have given the American
high school, or democracy, for that matter, a.fair trial.

To do.this. America will need to break with its traditional
practice, strengthened so much in the age of efficiency, of
asking how our schools can be-operated most economically
and begin asking instead what steps need to be taken to

provide an excellent education for our children. We



must face
way to edu
ety cannot

-p. 264)

At the risk

felt that education

fact that there is no cheap, easy_
a humart being and; that a free soi-
r"e T _hout educated men. (Callh-an,

Was

Implifyi

o itnpot-ta

minded nonedupators. Thomas james

'half a dozen _years

simplifying) argued that education was too important 'not to he.

administered,scientifi a ly.

can say that Callahan

be subj-ect tc efficiency- ----

up the argument in. 1968

Callahan and (again at the risk of over-

'year (The New -It

his Horace nn.. Lecture of that

i ienc aid ducatioe, PittSburgh:

University of pittst tirgh.press, 1969) Janes traces the "new. cult

of7efficiency" frbm the 1946 Hoover Report ett:efficienoyHin

government. Subsequent related events include -the:developement

of operations research; general systems theory, cybernetics,, and

more recently, cost-benefit analysis and program budgetIng. These

.

represent renewed efor analyze the operations of social A

institutions, in_citding schools. The evolutiOn over half a

century of the Cotic'eP-tHof efficiency is noticeable. Tie criti-

CiSM4 of scho4 administration are less simplistic and strident.

The concern is broader thy, cost saVirigs and deeper than cost

indices. The rationalizing and optimizing assumptions of micro

economists are more apparent and explicit. As in the earlier wave

of efficiency-, the historic lack of business training in educatiol-

is still deplored. However,_ concrete` proposals for s remedying this

malady are proposed b3i Jaime (joint programs Leadingto,H.B.A.

and Ed.D , 4e gree

Without havin ee that o- oonterns represent



the 'tragedy described by Ca

-HOrsce.Mann Leture in
ak

lah it -c.an.,.b-.'said-that.i.James's

Strayer, andtradition

'other efficiehdy- inded educators epreS'enrative of many
.

Cody who are'advooating more rationarbudgetingi planning, and

analysis p rocedures in school districts. The recommet,dati'

the Committee for Economic Development- is an example.

We urge immediate explorati by .school
strators of the application of program accounting.,tech-
niques in order to identify costs.in school system's and
to take advantage of cost compari-sons. The adoption of
such techniques by school districts will be advanced
greatly if assistance and leadershipswin this area are
provided by state departments of eduation and by ,

university schools of business, economics, and educa-
tion. In applying cost-effectiveness analysis over.
the whole range of school investments and costs, we
urge school districts to explore thoroughly the'Rossi-
ble benefits that will result if the use of school
facilities is extended by various means to include
periods during -whl:ch they are not used.

We strongly recommend that broad-based Studies be
made of the costs and benefits that can be expected if
the various technologies involving andioviGual equip-
ment, television, computers, and other devices are
applied to instruction in the'schools on a wide scale.
Such studies'should take into account the benefits that
may be obtained through increasing the effectivehess of
the learning process at the same time that they weigh
the effects of the .new resources in terms of the Organi-
zation of inkruction, teacher pay schedules, productiv-
'ity, probable use by teachers, and other vital matters.
("Innovation in Education: New Directions for the
American School," New York, The Committee, 1968, p. 19)

The traditicin of efficiency for school districts-continues

unabate into .01.p. 1970'!--t% Recent interest. in zero-base-budgeting
3 ,

management by objectives are testimonials that this is..so. J.

:While the techniques of efficiency have grow. increasingly

sophisticated,. several aspects of.the'effitiency rition:have

remained surprisingly consistent. For one, there remains little



iaLLEL11 nalysis by efficiency advocates cif

operat a and why. To be sure w have assumed

be operated mote efficiently;

`districts

that.distrits could.

and that district adma istrators are

in the best position to bring about incre sod efficiency. Bu

without adequate deseriPtive models, we don't really know hdw

useful our normative models are If we .look" ,to" one caUse of i

efficiency in school systems, it LS the ldck- of aPpropriate,

trainink'of school= district personnel,
_4 4'

Second: the focus on efficiency has somellowsrayed on'the

locar school district: Most of the books and articles, on modern.

methods of manageMent are aimed at the school. dist,i-ict. For all

of the .rhetoric about education being a state-level,responsibility.

d for all of the increasdd influence of the federal gOvermnerff

-eduCation, the "heat" for increased' efficiency in eduCati-n has

n©t risen to these'heights.

In order to add somethin- new to thielong-standing co cern

ifor efficiency- in the schoolp, we should fi±st.question the two

very interrelated ssumptfons implied abOvp--liatour beliefs

.
about hew school districts Operate are reasonably correct-and

that -the maj)or causes of inefficiency in-sell-0bl districtslemanate

fromcsohool districts.

HOW.St11001, DISTRICTS OPERATE'

I have found tt.o tieScriotions.of how s-hoof distriCtS and

other orgy Giza otis operate to be in. accord with my experience in

school districts: tie emphasizes what managers do and the other
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know the decisidn inpperation. af "science" involves the-

enaction of systemati_ analytically 'determined procedures or

cry Long Way(from being able to specify'programs; then we ar

those procedures and, hence what school managers:should learn.

So much for how managers operate. 'What about the organiza7-

tion.and operation of schools, thecontext in which educational

managers work ?, For this perspective L draw heavily upon the Wor

of Weick ("Educational OrgAizations as Loosely Cot pled Systems,

Administrative Science Qua,rterl March. 1976, pp. 1-19) and Meyer

and Rowan ("Notes on the Structure of'EdLication Organizations:

Revised lersion, Ameri=can, Soiologicalssoditior fan Francisco,

1975., mimeo). Many of the negative observations of schools (e.g.,

schools are not run in a businesslike nanner) make sehse only if

,we assume _that school districts are. constructed and 'managed

according to ratibnal assumptions and therefore understandable only

when rational analyses are applied-to them. 'From this efficiency

perspective, schools are often seen as archaic not yet rational-

ized around proper output measures, evaluation systems and control

structures. Meyer And Rowan point out the interesting paradox

here. Education is viewed by the "reform" (proefficient'y) group

as fragile, inept, disorganized and on the edge of chaos and

dissolution, despite the fact that.the education sector has "grown

rapidly for many decades, ,... obtains huge economic resources in a

stable way year afte year, retains.publio consent :-as a sort

of semimonopoly in society, is constantly shown by Surveys to

'Xeceive very high leveLs of support and confidence from its
P

constituency, and... is known to. have N ry,high levels of



satisfaction among its participants. "- .(pp;. 11.12

Perhaps schools are managed poorly from a "ration 1," "re-

fore perspective, but they may be run very well for the purposes

they :serve The more accurate. &e x rdption of education- in gen--

eral -and sohool'distrIcts in part icular is that of ."loosely

cou pi6dy organizations.

[The imagery of loose coupling is to convey the
i,rage that coupled events are responsive, but that each
event also preserves its own identity and some evidence
of its physical or Logical separateness. Thus, in the
case of an. educational organization, it may be the case
that the counselor's office is loosely coupled to the
principal's office. The image is that the principal
and the counselor are somehow attached, but that each
retains some identity and separaten-ess and that their
attachment may b'e circumscribed, infrequent, weak in
itsjmutual effects, unimportant, and/or slow to respond.
Each of those connotations would be conveyed if the
qualifier loosely were attached to the word coupled.
Loose coupling also carries connotations of impermanence,
dissolvability, and tacitness all of which are potential-
lY crucial properties of the "glue" that holds organiza-
tions together. (p. 3, Weick)

There are definite advantages lOose coupling. It allows

some portionS of an organization to persist. It may provide a

sensitive sensing mechanism, Zt can more readily allow for

localized adaptation. The school system can potentially retain a

gredter number of mute-U..6ns and novel solutions than would be th'e

case With a tightly coupled system. If there is a breakdown on

zone por-pion of a loosely coupled system, then' this breakdown is

sealed_off and does not affect other portions of the organization.

There may al,1 be more room available for self-determination by
----:- .

. r

'the actors.- Loosely coupled systems should be relatively inexpen-

sive to run because it ayes time and money to coordinate people.

10



As much: o what happens and ,should happen ins
'educational orgdniations seems to be defined and
validated outside the organizatiory Schpolsare-in,the
:business of building and mintaini categories, a
blsiness that requires toordinatip my on a few
specific-issues; for instance,, assi ment of teachers.
This-reduction,in the necessity for ordination results
in fewer confiictfewer'inconsiste ies among activi-.
ties, fewer- discrepancies between cat pries and activi-
-ty. Thus,-loosely coupled systems,thee to hold the:costs
of coo.rdination,t6 minimum. Des it is bein an
in ensive s St" loose cou lin a non :tonal

7117EiaIT7FE

MeYer and Rowan desdrib tiohs fof the concept of

loose cOupling.in schools,

the i plica

American educational organizations ar'ein business
to maintain 'a "schooling rule" or theory of-education
embedded in society. This-rule specified aPeries of
categories--teachers, pupils topics, and schools, which
define education. Elaborate controls make cure the
appropriate categories exist. The-categories them-
selves,- and the system of inspectiOn,and control are
formulated to avolaTiag- of

t e sc oo

From theviewpoint of ad administrator maintaining
:the credibility of his school and the validity of its
categories .is. crucial. The' Confidence of the 'state .

bureaucracy, the federal govern:bent,- the community; and
profession, the pupils and fatilles, and the
teachers themselves must be,maintained. All of these
people must help sustain the'Social reality that the
school is a valiclone--there iS no independent test,
and if these groups decide it is not a-valid school,
everything comes apart(p. 25, Meyer and Rowan,

emphasis added)

There are seve al reasons-why a "rational, sensible, Ameri-

can administrator" would avoid closely inspecting the internal
0

-proceSseS of the school. For one, the administrator:needs

..eaaChers and pupili to maintain their formal roles in good faith,

and to display reasonable public satisfaction. Second;, to many .

external bodies (state,' accrediting. the community, and



the ..participant.s themselves, coats of goods and erv?e- eeribes

the duality and meaning of Thus it mal s little sense to

se educational organizations as producing for an economic market,

because- from this economizi perspective, these critieal.. features

Of the schdol'might be treated as costly waste, as liapilities

rather than assets. Expenditures per student or the number of

books in the ibra are among_conlmon indices of.educational

quality, even th040-taximizing these indices may require a stud-

ied inattention to'an economizing logic Third, schools, like

other organizations, attempt to buffer their core technologies
r ,

from unpredictability. Introducting organizational unpredicta-
.

.bility by treasuring what pupils learn, what teachers teach, etc.,
*

introduCes an Unnecessary uncertainty, and increases coordinative

costs. Fourth, to cope with the myriad of sources of external

pressure, schools decouple their internal ,organization.- For

example, schools of ten hae a large number of specialists to deal

with "-special" categories, and t _ Specialized-work is organized

separately and buffered froth the(usual classroo_ 7ork.

New categories need not be integrated into the structure.

They merely need to b segmentally added to the organization.

Further, they need not-even imply a substantial eorganization of

activity, as the activity implied by a category remains uninspected.
h

The decou lin of the structure of education is therefore

a successful strategy for maintai n _rt in a' luraliatic

vironment. (p. 28) School districts behave rationally, given their,

environments.,

L
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ABE THEMAJOR-CAUSES OF INEFFICIENCIES
TO BE FOUND IN SCHOOL DISTRICTS?

If the decriptions of sMintzberg, Meyer and Rowafl, and others

,61 similar orientation; are even ..partially correct, effitiericy

advocates (including myself) must rethink our assumptions af the

school district as a (1) factory model, (2) operating -tin a manner

requiring reationalization. Specifically, we may be forced to

conclude that, riven the nature of the current intertwined network

ofr anizations called .ublic education,'school district admn-,

istrators --mTe acting quite rationally and school districts-are
,

structured and operate in a logical manner. This should not

necessarily -trouble the efficiency - oriented educator. Efficiency

is essentially a reform orientation, and descriptions` about how

schools currently- operate may do little more than undersocre ,the

need for more rationalized, efficiency motivated work. The impli-

cation of this is however, is that the Gana-es of inef ciency may

not emanate from the school district, although the aymp_ may be

found there. If this is true, then we can begin to understand why

recent efficiency-oriented reforms (PPBS,cost-effectiveness

analysis, etc.) aimed directly at school districts have had so

little Substantive effect. It also suggests that we should begin

to look outside of school districts for factors contributing to

inefficiency in school districts.Yw. Two of the- most likely, places to

look are the state-level and the federal-level education policy.

making podies.



SIX ILLUSTRATIONS OF "INEFFICIENCIE
ICH SHOW UP IN SCHOOL:DISTRICTS

Efficiency octoring implies, at (minimum, taking steps

which Will improve the productivity of schools. The purpose of

analysis is improved decisidns which lead to greater productivity.
/.

eat l describe six very deciSion situa-

tions that I. have come across in tht. last two months. It 013g

sense they reflect serious inefficiencies, but vieWed7fTen the

`district .decision making perspective the decisigns.were rational.

(These illustrations are not drawn from a single state,)

Discharging Personnel Without
Reference to Merit Criteria

Administrators in pne district have been told by their state

education agency that, according to state law, teachers may only

,

be laid off (1) ©n the basis of seniority (2) within three broad

categories of teaching specialization. In effect this forces

some teachers with seniority to teach outside their areas, of

specialiation. Equally important, some teachers who are highly

regarded by their administrators must be let go while others

must be kept

If district administrators are not given authority (responsi-

bility) for personnel decisions beyond firing for gross imcompe-

tence, why should they be expected to conduct analyses of teach-
,

ing effectiveness? From a "business like perspective" the be-

havior is inefficient but, from the district perspective, it is

rational .9nd efficient..

14



p omotion by Non-Merit Criteria,.

order to be ,
eligible for it principalship

applicants must

large

tight three years, taken appropriate

coursewor, and passed a rigorods pencil and paper -exam. Those

passing the test are put on a list, from which district-leve)

supervisors are selected. The intent of the process was, to pro-

vide a pool of applicants from wb.igh select; a pool which would

be "refilled" as the need arose. Entry into the pool meant only

that the applicant would be considered.by-district-level decisibn-

makerS. However; due to a recent state-:level ruling this dis-

trict is required to place all applicants in the pool In a prin-

cipalship and this must be doile before the p'ool can be refilled.

individuals who have taught three yeara',7taken Coursework- and

pass d the test must be placed in principalships. Thisrulttg

effectively removes much of the discretion of district-level de=

cision-makers to promot- the best qualified individuals. Prin-

cipals are essentially self-seleCted.

Some principals in the system1may be of low quality ( low

enough to be discharged) , and their promotion to principal may be

considered irrational. However, again from the district,perspec-
,-

tive there was little choice in the-matter.

personal Decision Not to Seek ,a Superint de

Position Based on Non-Merit Criteria

I have recently had the privilege.of working with a large

suburban school district which is in its second year_of implemen-
,

tation-of zero-base budgeting. The assistant superintendent for



business af,fa s has be_ she prime mover in this', inki

nal staff with extettal human resources and managing /the

ston_of ZBB in addition Ls _ular duties. The success of

that mplementiation has been describea-in several nation1 jour-

nals and wor kshops based on that effort have been well attended

That individtial hasby ocher bi-Isiness officials in the sc.tat

been the chief business officer in this district for over ve

year , and holds en M.B.A. from a eariu university 60' units

graduate work) where he supervises administrat inter .s and

give5 occasianal guest lectures:

ighly regarded business ntstrators in

Mate. Despite all this his( cati fbr h

This tndividu one of the'

administratiVe certifi

would not accep

of the

e was turned down becau rtqle state

istration as

Because, of this ,

the indivdtal has much lesSgof.a -h nce of g a district

his coursework in business a

ing 4pprqpriat for educational administr

superintendency and has decide not to try one.

In one sense, this person is making an r ational,deciston.

talents have been. recognized and sought a r, However, ven

difficulty a non-certificated person Ta es in seeking a
-\

superintendencyLin that state, his decisio was. riot so irrat

Evaluating Programs Using
Non-Pr O-ductivitv Criteria

._A..

Three week large city'systei lost $1

federal 'ai for its parent7child readingcenters.

)

aimed at 3-7 Year olds heavily involv d the paren

\,

n in

program

La eadtn.g

16



A

The results ave been spectacular (inner city

children. repeatedly scoring ab e national norms) The cite

y beceuad:of the success of the program;

no longer - gerved young children with severe reading difficillties.

The system cannot pick up.the-$2A million tab, the program is to

system lost the

be canceled next rear, .and the 'children will lose what thy

ed.

Distrio

program had n

receiving money. Funding mechanisms that reward igfficiency (or

been

__ators clearly made a mistake ( ): I- the

so effective, the4district would still be

that areinllo way related to perfonance) simply provide nc

nee eive foT.dist ct level a niinistrators to act in rational,

Ways.

eating Inscri.gtional Time To.
-Instructj,o Activities

classroom

fill out 1E

across continual examples in school. districts

17

u tion being interupted so that teachers could

for external agencies or so that various instru-

ments could be administered direCtiv to students by external:

agencies. Often these have no direct relationship to instruction.

In one district recently teachers had to fill out a separa

nformation sheet, for each bil ual student \in his/her class.

Each form required'15 'minutes of time to complete, and had no

relation w,hatsoever to the. instruct ion going on in the classroom.

, o
Teachers with large numbers of biliigual students required

substitute teachers to take, the class for several day while they

filled out the form



This example is repeated daily in some of the larger urban

systems. 'While it is clearly an inefficient use,of the most

critical time in schools, a -Anistrators a low it,to take .place

because they are forced to.

Retaining More Costly Techers
Than Are Desired

Economists tend CO view the unit'osts of inputs as uncon-

itrollable by district-level decision makers. Although the unit

cost cannot be changed, district decision - makers are expected to

combine them n the most efficient, mangier. Many districts have

4uch more ekPerien&e on their teaching staff than they woul

desire. As a result they face high unit costs for teachers. Not

only are teachers ,protected byssentority rights (described

earlier), but state -Level retirement systems often. have the effect

locking an experienced teacher into a single district or into

a single state. Districts may appear to act inefficiently by

retaining expensive staff, but they do nod have the means whereby

they can change the incintive structure of the retirement sytem'

and encourage overly experienced teachers to retire or relocate.

dONCLUSIONS

Behind each of the six "inefficiencies" lies a set of

researchable policy questions. However, "efficient" is in the

eyes of the beholder. If we viewed School districts as largely

independent educational organizations, we would have .to conclude

that tliley are run quite inefficiently. School district ust are



not rationally, scien

manner,. esults--orieate

ally aaag d, in a business like

trios as (1) having to

see school di

pond qulckly to.-am never changing

melange of requirements and programs .(2) with virtually no real
.

authority to a e basic personnel decisions, and (3) with no

incentives for acting efficiently, then current -ohdol district'

behavior Cakes on a new, highly rational. mantle. ITie.burden

of he 10el."ipefficient" must be shared.with agencies which

legislate what districts

The inefficiencies

tionalized from above."

plips, program budgets, project evaluations, and cost-benefit

analyses, will continue to

unless and until district- level admiaistraEors have significant

o dot,.

1 dietri: well be "institu-

-uiring districts' prepdre three-year

a lot of paper and little change

discreti :ary authority. ly then will dich analyses have

him/her. 1 would open p the discussion then by scat;

g (1,_) that the greatest potential for improveme in.pubZic

Jeducation today may-be found at the state level;, and (2) theft'

,tate L policy makers are in a posit` -can to bring about

i pro ,ent under the historically evolvi_g reform mane

efficiency; but that (3) efficiency begins at home.
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